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BURIAL GROUND FORM Whately Center Cemetery 

VISUAL/DESIGN ASSESSMENT See continuation sheet. 
Describe landscape features, gravestone material designs, motifs and symbols 
that are either common or unusual. Note any known carvers. 

Whately Center Cemetery is set at the north end of Chestnut Plain Road above 
the dingle and Gutter Brook on the high, largely-flat ground with a slight 
decline to the west, near the top of Gutter Hill. A simple, rural burial 
ground it is surrounded by a picket fence with three, informal entrances for 
three unpaved vehicular drives, located roughly in the middle and at the 
northern and southern extremes of the cemetery. 

Period stones span from the late eighteenth century to the present. 
The majority of stones appear to be marble monuments from the middle to late 
nineteenth century. Most prominent are two, similar, white marble obelisks 
surmounted by urns; monuments of the Graves Family. A few early nineteenth 
century slate stones with willow and urn motifs are located in the 
northwestern part of the cemetery as are several, late eighteenth-century, 
slate gravestones with winged angel motifs. Many granite, twentieth-century 
stones stand beginning in the southeast corner. 

Landscaping is well maintained, but informal. Several, large trees stand 
within the burial ground and a row of large maples trees outside the fence 
borders Chestnut Plain Road. 

HISTORICAL NARRATIVE X See continuation sheet. 
Explain religious affiliations, major period of use, and evaluate historical 
association of this burial ground with the community. 

Three burial grounds were established by the Town of Whately to service the 
three early population centers, Whately Center, West Whately and East Whately. 
Secondary sources do not provide dates for their creation, but do reference 
the date of the oldest graves which indicate the burial ground at Whately 
Center to be the oldest. The earliest grave in the Center is that of 
Esther Bardwell Morton, wife of Daniel Morton with a date of death of 
October 27, 1762. The oldest headstone is that of Jemima Allis, wife of 
Captain Lucius Allis with a date of death of June 9, 1764. 

Each cemetery reputedly was laid out on high ground to avoid the danger of 
spring floods. Whately Center Cemetery, on the west side of Chestnut Plain 
Road at the top of Gutter hill is the largest cemetery. It has been enlarged 
twice through the private purchase of land from the farm of Chester K. Waite 
and his son by two families desiring a family plot. 

In 1824, Thomas Sanderson planned to donate a hearse, but died before the 
purchase was completed. His heirs made the donation to the town in his name. 
It was kept in a hearse house shown at the center cemetery on the 1870 map but 
not extant. The hearse was still being used in the early twentieth century, 
drawn by two coal black horses driven by Thomas Flavin wearing a black coat 
and silk hat. In 1917, selectmen were authorized to sell the "small hearse" 

BIBLIOGRAPHY and/or REFERENCES X See continuation sheet. 
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HISTORICAL NARRATIVE (continued) 

and use the proceeds to support the cemeteries. In 1941, town voted to sell 
or otherwise dispose of the town hearse without stipulation for use of 
proceeds. 

Around the middle of the nineteenth century, all three cemeteries suffered 
from deferred maintenance. In 1865, a program to improve the center cemetery 
was initiated by Reverend John Lane. Volunteers reset 500 headstones, cleared 
brush, created paths and a carriage lane. After these improvements, a number 
of expensive monuments were reputedly added. 

The Town of Whately established a Cemetery Commission c. 1880. 
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